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If Age of Empires continues its crash happiness, I will be demanding a refund. Get your♥♥♥♥♥♥together.. This game is
hands down my new favorite motocross or supercross game. The learning curve on this game is quite difficult but I think it is
great how you cannot just pin the bike and fly around and off the track like on other games. You are forced to race the track and
utilize throttle control. I am guessing everyone crying about the drifting has never even ridden a motocross bike because it
actually feels pretty realistic!! Five stars!!!. A great clicker for Wizardry fans. First up, this is not like classic wizardry, but it
keeps some of the best aspects of it such as the character system with the traditional classes (from 1-3) including class hopping.
Strategy is a bit different this time since you can only cast or melee once a round so those front line casters now have a lot more
use than camp healers and can be used repeatedly at standoff ranges. It's also easier than either a roguelike or classic wizardry
since there's no permadeath, and no need for secondary parties for corpse retrieval, you simply pop back in town dead minus
any unequipped loot. You can also pay for youth so it's like the temple of cant got a major upgrade. Have fun!. Interesting idea
but bad execution. Quite a fun game that will give you a few hours of entertainment.
I haven't seen a game like it before.
Still runs flawlessly on Windows 7 SP1, be it the graphics now day don't look great, but the design is good.. totally worth it,
money well spent. A good documentary about the game.

That is if you can stand the horrible product placement by Apple. Really cringeworthy.. Okay,I am absolutely thrilled with this
title.The sound design is Creepy,the atmosphere is Creepy,the"melted mannequins" are Creepy....uh...the GAME is
creepy....especially for an individual title.Very small team with very talented artists.Considering it is made with Unity they
should get a Academy Award for the lack of bugs on MY system.The lighting and the story are spot on as far as I am
concerned....well done guys....well done!Just a note...the Volkswagen sized bugs are a bit much... ;) I HAAAATE BUGS !. I get
it is a joke game
I get it is a game you give for \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and giggles
But good god I have seen better collsion detection in bad rats
This is a 6 dollar hunk of trash that you should never even think of buying for a joke
It has two moves
Horse spinner-Literally spin any which way
Hay grind (or some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665- fly along these green lines that are brighter than the lights in this
game
Don't buy this anyway
it is awful
. It was cool!
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So, Yes... I downloaded this game to play and play... But only crashes and have lots of bugs... BUT YEAH! They counted my
defeats (every game I play, cuz i can't finish them) on the REAL COMPANY OF HEROES!! UNISTALL until it's fixed!. it has
an interface that reminds me of ps2's classic square enix games.it is a jewel puzzle game and it has an average story and
soundtrack is amazing.. if you want the thrill of a horror game with the storyline of a classic series, this is the mac to your
cheese. I can sit here and spend hours writing a bunch of boring words saying how this game is going to brighten your pathetic
life. Or you can just play it and find out that this game is going blow your mind.. The game was alright up until the point where
it felt like the premise and gameplay became tedious in order to complete the game. It has a very good look to it, I just wish that
the gameplay didn't end up becoming so repetitive while trying to aim for the ending.
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